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FIVE-WEEK LESSON PLAN 

The Sinking of the Titanic by Marshall Logan 

 Topic Reading: Sinking Of The 

Titanic 
To download full text of The Sinking 

of the Titanic by Marshall Logan see 

“Titanic Links” page. 

Audio  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Video  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Additional 
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Week 1 Introduction 

to the Titanic 

disaster 

Pages 3-18 
Dr. Van Dyke's Spiritual Consolation 
Facts about the wreck of the titanic 
Chapter I:  First news of the greatest 
marine disaster in history 
Chapter II: The most sumptuous palace 
afloat 
Chapter III: The maiden voyage of the 
titanic 

Audio recording of Sinking of 

the Titanic by Marshall Logan 
#1-3. 
 

 Geography Lesson: “Where did 
the Titanic go down?” 
(included) 
 
Visit the online Titanic Museum 

which includes artifacts from 
the ship. 

Week 2 People and 

Events on the 

Titanic 

Pages 19-97 
Chapter IV: Some of the notable 
passengers 
Chapter V:  The Titanic strikes an 
iceberg! 
Chapter VI "Women and children first!" 
Chapter VII: Left to their fate 
Chapter VIII: The call for help heard 
Chapter IX:  In the drifting life-boats 
Chapter X  On Board the Carpathia 
Chapter XII: The Tragic Home-Coming 
 

Audio recording of Sinking of 

the Titanic by Marshall Logan 
#4-12. 
 

A Night to Remember—

Television Program 
Before Walter Lord's book A 

Night To Remember debuted, it 
appeared as an hour -long 
television drama. Excellent! 
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 Topic Reading: Sinking Of The 

Titanic 
To download full text of The Sinking 

of the Titanic by Marshall Logan see 

“Titanic Links” page. 

Audio  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Video  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Additional 
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Week 3 First-hand 

Accounts 

Pages 98-118 
Chapter XIII:  The story of  Charles F. 
Hurd 
Chapter XIV:  Thrilling account  by l. 
Beasley 
Chapter XV: Jack Thayer’s own story of the wreck 
Chapter XVI: Incidents related by James Mc 
Gough 
Chapter XVII: Wireless operator praises heroic 
work 
Chapter XVIII:  Story of the steward 

Audio recording of Sinking of 

the Titanic by Marshall Logan 
#13-18. 
 

Finding the Titanic (5 minutes)  
Bob Ballard interview where 
Ballard describes discovering of 
Titanic’s last resting palace. 
 

 

Week  4 What 

happened 

after 

Pages 119-160 
Chapter XIX: How the world received the 
news 
Chapter XXI:  Searching for the dead 
Chapter XXII:  Criticism of Ismay  
Chapter XXIII:  The financial loss  
Chapter XXIV: Opinions of experts 
Chapter XXV:  Other great marine 
disasters 
Chapter XXVI: Development of 
shipbuilding 
Chapter XXVII: Safety and lifesaving 
devices 
Chapter XXVIII: Time for reflection and reforms 
Chapter XXIX: The senatorial 
investigation 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Audio recording of Sinking of 

the Titanic by Marshall Logan 
#19-29. 
 

NOAA Titanic Expedition 2004: 

Breathtaking Wreck Footage.  
This is spectacular. 

Titanic Disaster Poem (included) 
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 Topic Reading: Sinking Of The 

Titanic 
To download full text of The Sinking 

of the Titanic by Marshall Logan see 

“Titanic Links” page. 

Audio  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Video  
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

Additional 
See “Titanic Links” page  

for links. 

 

Week 5 Raising the 

Titanic  

Jason Ballard’s Raising Titanic in 1985 Unsinkable Molly Brown 
Molly Brown was one of the 

surviving passengers on 

Titanic. 
Also a movie musical by the 

same name. 
 
 

Save the Titanic with Bob 

Ballard 

Short preview of longer show, 
discusses state of Titanic today. 
 

Return to Titanic (45 minutes) 
Very moving account of 
Ballard’s revisiting the site 20 
years later. 
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Titanic Links  

Etext of The Sinking of the Titanic by Marshall Logan 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/CMH_Weekly/2012/sinking_of_titanic_logan_marshall.pdf 

To download: click on the link to open. If you're having trouble opening the link, copy the link (no spaces)and 

paste it into your browser. NOTE! If you are using Firefox as your browser, you may need to switch to Windows. 

For some reason Firefox does not like our files :-)  

Audio Recording of The Sinking of the Titanic by Marshall Logan 

NOTE: Download the entire book for listening on MP3 format. For best results, cut and paste the link into your browser 

and then save it to your computer to play from your desktop. 

Chapters 1-9 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LBC_Downloads/Titanic/sinkingoftitanic_chapters1-9.zip  

Chapters 10-17 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LBC_Downloads/Titanic/sinkingoftitanic_chapters10-17.zip 

Chapters 18-25 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LBC_Downloads/Titanic/sinkingoftitanic_chapters18-25.zip  

 

OTHER LINKS TO AUDIO AND VIDEO RESOURCES 

A Night to Remember (Television Special - 60 minutes) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1t7AKLG6Ho  

Before Walter Lord's book A Night to Remember debuted, it appeared as an hour -long television drama. 

Finding the Titanic (5 minutes) 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/adventure/adventure-sports/ngc-finding-the-titanic/  

Bob Ballard describes the mission to find Titanic. 

NOAA Titanic Expedition 2004: Breathtaking Wreck Footage 

Breathtaking... Nearly 20 years after first finding the sunken remains of the R.M.S. Titanic, marine explorer Robert 

Ballard returned in June 2004 helped by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Office of Ocean 

Exploration to study the ship's rapid deterioration. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Z7REEnwKOQ 
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Save the Titanic with Bob Ballard (4 minutes) 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/national-geographic-channel/specials-1/spring-preview/ngc-save-the-

titanic/  

A preview of a National Geographic special to be aired April 9, 2012-- Discusses the unlawful scavenging of the Titanic 

for artifacts, shows footage of first discovery in 1985. 

Return to Titanic (45 minutes) 

The mysteries of the Titanic continue to intrigue as new research is revealed. This special discusses the unlawful 

scavenging of the Titanic for artifacts and the revenges of time. 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/national-geographic-channel/specials-1/titanic/ngc-return-to-titanic/  

Unsinkable Molly Brown (30 minutes) 

http://www.otrcat.net/otr6/CALV-460506-478-Unsinkable-Mrs-Brown-OTRCAT.com.mp3   

“Margaret ‘Molly’ Brown (née Tobin) (July 18, 1867 – October 26, 1932) was an American socialite, 
philanthropist, and activist who became famous due to her survival of the 1912 sinking of the RMS Titanic, 
after exhorting the crew of Lifeboat No. 6 to return to look for survivors. It is unclear whether any survivors 
were found after Lifeboat No. 6 returned to search.[1] She became known after her death as The Unsinkable 
Molly Brown, although she was not called Molly during her life. Her friends called her Maggie.” ~Wikipedia 

Encyclopedia Titanic  

http://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/ 

A unique resource for anyone interested in the Titanic. Over 2,100 individual passenger and crew biographies, regularly 

updated passenger and crew listings, exclusive research articles and ongoing discussions about the Titanic. 

Titanic-related Web Sites and Information 

1. The Titanic: Encyclopedia Smithsonian  
2. Titanic's Lost Sister - NOVA online  
3. R.M.S. Titanic; international maritime memorial; findings and purposes - Congressional findings and 

recommendations Site  
4. Titanic: Select Bibliography - from the Maritime History Virtual Archives in Sweden  
5. The Grave of the Titanic from The Gulf of Maine Aquarium  
6. The Titanic Disaster: An Enduring Example of Money Management vs. Risk Management  
7. R.M.S. TITANIC...Célebre Transatlântico do Épico Desastre - a new site from Brazil  
8. The 3D Titanic  
9. Titanic Tidbits  
10. Titanic-Titanic.com- an incredible array of links and information about the Titanic including a Titanic Discussion 

Forum  
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Student Sites about the Titanic 

1. The Titanic Sinks into the Internet - WWW page by Rohan McCarthy from Ipswich, Queensland, Australia.  
2. The Titanic in the classroom from the Department for Education and Children's Services (Australia)  
3. The Titanic: Student Investigations also from the Department for Education and Children's Services (Australia)  
4. The Titanic in the classroom - more from DECS Australia  
5. The Story of the Titanic - a tale from Sweden  
6. Titanic Buff's Homepage  
7. Titanic and her Sisters - a great site with easy to follow topics   
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The Grave of the Titanic 

A Geography Lesson 

 

The story of the Titanic and the iceberg has grown into a legend of the sea. It took 
her discovery in 1985 to begin to find the truth behind the myth. One of the things 
that makes the Titanic so fascinating is that she represented the best of 
technology when she set sail on her ill-fated voyage in 1912, and it took the best 
of technology in the form of sonar, satellite tracking, and deep-dive technology to 
locate her grave 73 years later. In the early 1900's, waterborne transportation was 
the norm; today, satellites are taken for granted by our society. But we tend to 

forget the immense effort that these two technologies require to 
operate to their maximum potential. Until recently, the 
technology did not exist to locate, photograph, and explore this 
ship that rested two and a half miles down on the ocean floor. 

On April 10, 1912, the RMS Titanic set sail from Southampton on 
her maiden voyage to New York. At that time, she was the largest 
and most luxurious ship ever built. At 11:40 PM on April 14, 1912, 
she struck an iceberg about 400 miles off Newfoundland, Canada. 
Although her crew had been warned about icebergs several times 
that evening by other ships navigating through that region, she 
was traveling at near top speed of about 20.5 knots when one 
grazed her side.  

Less than three hours later, the Titanic plunged to the bottom of 
the sea, taking more than 1500 people with her. Only a fraction 
of her passengers were saved. The world was stunned to learn of 
the fate of the unsinkable Titanic. It carried some of the richest, 
most powerful industrialists of her day. Together, their personal 
fortunes were worth $600 million in 1912! In addition to wealthy 
and the middle class passengers, she carried poor emigrants from 
Europe and the Middle East seeking economic and social freedom 
in the New World.  

The remains of the Titanic were found in 1985 by Dr. Robert 
Ballard, an oceanographer and marine biologist with the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution. When he located the Titanic, he 
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